Abstract -This article describes several user localization methods currently used to support locationbased services (LBS) in GSM and WCDMA mobile networks. Nowadays, many high-technology crimes rely on mobile stations (MS) and existing telecommunication networks. One way of combating fraud and other illegal activities is to perfect techniques for localizing MS almost in real time. The precision of this process varies with method and depending on whether the MS is outdoors or indoors, but generally speaking ranges from tens to hundreds of meters. Using their "mPosition" system, Nokia has achieved even greater precision in MS localization. These methods can also be used in WLAN networks.
Introduction
Identifying the user's location is a service of great importance in the mobile telephony industry. Several LBS (Location-Based Service) applications are currently being developed by the community. Security services in particular have significantly increased the demand for rapid location. When location is automatic all manner of rapid responses are possible, for example emergency response and recognizing fraud. Currently, not all cellular telephone networks have a platform to provide LBS. Such a platform requires dedicated hardware and software, as well as new methods of tracking and presenting results that function for both indoor and outdoor targets. The goal of this article is to discuss the various localization methods used in security services.
Activity-based location
In early 2000, a Japanese company launched the first location-based service. In more recent years, LBS applications have been introduced to the GPS system and terrestrial mobile networks. Among other advantages, they represent an opportunity to increase the loyalty of subscribers by offering personalized services.
The research on LBS is split into two fields: one where getting an accurate subscriber location is paramount, and another mainly supporting outdoor security services. Precise locations also help ensure rapid response, of course, and improve the efficiency of emergency services. For example, authorities may combat fraud by using LBS to verify a reported theft of the user's mobile
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(1) University of Brasilia (2) INdT at Nokia Technology Institute (3) Department of Brazilian Federal Police station (MS). The location of the device could also be determined within a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), but such cases must make use of data from more than one carrier network. Each LBS needs a different level of precision and response time, restricting the choice of technologies that can be used. Figure 1 qualitatively describes the required performance of some common LBS applications. The more difficult constraint is generally location accuracy. The applications shown in Figure 1 are associated with more specific requirements given below. 
Network Infrastructure
The infrastructure of the local telecommunications network determines which location methods can be used with accuracy. The LBS platform will therefore be largely based on the configuration of this network. The Figure 1 shows a basic cellular network, generally defined as being in an outdoor environment. In the Figure 3 we show a WLAN network, which may represent an indoor environment. This case would use a different location method. 
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LBS Architecture
This section provides a general description of the Nokia mPosition System. It is used in GSM networks to support LBS and employs wavelengthdivision multiplexing.
Gateway Mobile Location Center (GMLC) functionality within the Nokia iGMLC platform allows communication between an IP-enabled network and the core GSM/UMTS mobile network. The iGMLC complies with 3GPP standards. Location-based applications residing on the IP network can request the location (coordinates) of a specific mobile terminal from the GMLC using the Mobile Location Protocol (MLP), which has been standardized by OMA and adopted by 3GPP. GMLC interacts with elements of the cellular network to provide this information. The iGMLC platform also performs tasks related to privacy, roaming, billing, etc. GMLC supports both 2G and 3G control planes, with both circuit-switched and packet-switched domains.
Nokia's SLP iGMLC platform includes the Secure User Plane Location (SUPL) Platform (SLP for short). SLP is an OMA-defined network entity that includes the SUPL Location Center (SLC) and SUPL Positioning Center (SPC). The purpose of SLP is essentially to support SUPL solutions on the network side. SLC allows external entities to request and receive information about the location of a SUPL-enabled terminal (SET). SPC provides the actual tools for location determination, either by providing data on the SET or by performing calculations. The location methods supported by SLP include enhanced CI (Cell Identity), A-GPS, and Matrix for GSM and WCDMA.
The security solutions used in iGMLC 4.1ED1 and 5.0 are based on transport-layer security (TLS) and alternative client authentication methods. Both SET-initiated and network-initiated location are supported by SLP, as well as a proxy architecture for roaming (i.e., the terminal always communicates via the Home SLP).
The iGMLC platform also supports a Nokia prestandard Serving Mobile Location Center (SMLC) solution. In one version, the SMLC is included.
An LBS model for safety
Security models can vary widely depending on the application. Figure 5 shows a model that uses location and identification as key attributes, although it may include additional data items such as the precision of the location and other estimates related to the spatial context. Combining the location with identification of the MS owner yields a measure of confidentiality. Privacy protection requires several elements: secure communications, the specification and implementation of policy, and anonymization. Figure 6 gives an overview of these elements and their subcategories, all of which have been thoroughly discussed in the literature [11] 
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Network-based location methods
There are several network-based location methods, for example Cell Identity (CI). This method simply recognizes which area (cell) is covered by the current BTS. Its precision is thus the size of the cells. The TA (timing advance) of an MS transmission with respect to the BTS server is a whole number in the range of 0 to 63. This parameter was introduced into the GSM system to avoid overlap within the burst site of a BTS. TA is proportional to the distance between an MS and its current BTS server. Another variable, Rx Level (Received Signal Level), measures the power of the MS signal with respect to local BTS servers. The methods may be used individually or together by an LBS platform. Figure 5 illustrates a CI + TA method: All three methods are entirely based on the structure of the telecommunications network. They are therefore much less precise than the location provided by GPS (global positioning system), which is also a component of the cellular network. To reduce the onset time (latency) of GPS information for the mobile phone, AGPS (assisted Global Positioning System) systems use networkbased positions to synchronize a terminal more rapidly with the GPS network. This system is illustrated in Figure 11 . 
Other location methods
In this section we demonstrate two lateration methods that can be used in both WCDM-and GSM-based WLAN networks.
The hyperbolic lateration method
The discussion below demonstrates that no hyperbolic lateration method can work with only two BTSs (case 1). In case 2, we find a useful solution for three BTSs [3] . Finally, case 3 illustrates the range of error in this method. Errors may be caused by several factors, but the main sources are path loss in urban regions with high buildings and noise in the relationship between BTS transmission and reception.
Case 1 -Hyperbolic Lateration with two BTSs
If we use two BTSs (the server and a neighbor), a unique MS location cannot be deduced. The MS may be located anywhere along a hyperbola whose focus is the neighboring BTS (see Figure  13) . Only if the absolute distances to the BTSs are known can the location of the MS be determined. Figure 13 The hyperbola of possible locations between two BTSs.
Case 2 -Hyperbolic Lateration with three BTSs
When three BTSs are available, the two neighbors each produce a hyperbola of possible locations. The point of intersection between them is the location of the MS. The problem is illustrated in Figure 14 below, and allows a linear solution. In case 3, we showed that the problem presents itself in a discreet non-linear. The point of intersection between two hyperbolae, the second generated by a nearby station i with coordinates ( )
Description of the 2D problem
, is defined as the difference between these distances.
Where GTD stands for "General Time Delay 
Or equivalently,
These measurements directly evaluate the distances from the MS to neighboring BTSs and the BTS server.
From equations (3) and (5), we can deduce the distance to each pair of BTS. As shown in figure 15, there is a region of error of radius ( )
around the point of intersection. Its value is defined as 6) where N is the number of neighboring BTSs (not including the server).
Data fusion
The AOA (Angle of Arrival) is widely used along with TOA (Time of Arrival) data. AOA information helps determine the location of the MS more precisely, and can even be transmitted via the network. This requires a very expensive system of antennae, however, and greatly increases the complexity of the network. In the literature, this method is often referred to as DOA (Direction of Arrival).
The circular lateration method.
The following discussion demonstrates that circular lateration is not possible when only one BTS is available (case 1). Case 2 illustrates the solution for two BTSs, and case 3 for three BTSs. Finally, case 4 shows that there is a region of error for the location which may be caused by several factors. Again, the main sources of error are path loss in urban regions due to high buildings, and noise in the relationship between transmission and reception characteristics of BTSs.The. latter may vary significantly with weather and climate.
Case 1: Circular lateration with one BTS.
Using only the server BTS, transmission data provide a single distance. The set of candidate MS locations is therefore a circle (Figure 16 ). 
Case 2: Circular lateration with two BTSs
Two BTS distances reduce the solution to the points of intersection between two circles. The two possible solutions are described in Figure  17 . 
Case 3: Circular lateration with three BTSs
A third BTS reduces the solution to one point, which can be obtained with a linear estimator [1] . Uncertainty in the measurements, however, does not allow for a perfect linear system with a single solution. 
Case 4: Region of error
A region of error is created because each BTS distance has an uncertainty range that gives the circle of possible locations a finite width. This uncertainty is generated by various factors, including path loss and the refraction of electromagnetic waves [2] [3] . Figure 19 illustrates the region of error for three intersecting circular paths. We can write down a linear approximation to the problem using Taylor series, and converge on a single solution with any desired precision in a finite number of iterations. 
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lie on a circle of radius
where c is the speed of light (3x10 8 m/s) and the t i represents a given signal's transmission 
We can rewrite the matrix system as 
In matrix form, equation (10) is the linear system 
We can also deduce from equations (9) and (10) the distances between each pair of BTSs [2] . As shown in Figure 4 , there is a region of error around the point of intersection ( ) 
Conclusion
This article describes the various mobile terminal localization methods used as a component in security location-based services. These methods are currently used in the area of public safety for immediate and effective response. The characteristics of certain LBS require user locations to be reported in real time, in tandem with biometrics.
time from BTSs. The observation time is t o , and the speed of light can be removed from equation (7) 
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